Sanchez: The world is connected, We are one

Crystals
Crystals,
Shiny and dull,
Sparkly and hard to find,
You are special to me, crystal,
You bring good luck and good vibes,
I bring you everywhere,
You can be in many forms,
Necklace, bracelet, or by yourself,
You are special to me and the world, little crystal
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Earth
Earth,
You are so beautiful and blue,
You can be seen from space,
You are filled with many secrets yet to be known,
Sometimes you cry from the sky,
Sometimes you shine bright,
Everything you do has a purpose,
You bring life
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Food chain
Food chain,
Producers,
Consumers,
Producers make food,
Consumers eat food,
Without producers,
There will be no consumers,
We are connected,
We help each other,
This is the circle of life
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Space and Earth
Space and earth,
Space is filled with darkness,
Humans will never understand the full meaning of space,
Yet you can control how we live on earth,
Space is beautiful and scary,
Yet your gravitational pull is felt from earth,
you control the currents,
and you control how we live
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weather
Weather,
Sunsets, and sunrises,
Rain and shine,
Humidity and dry air, and wind …
You help organisms live,
You bring destruction,
You are predictable,
You are part of earth …
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Animals and Humans
Animals and Humans,
Fuzzy, stinky, scary, pretty animals,
Exotic, household animals,
You are humans’ biggest mystery,
Do animals know what we’re saying?
How would you know?
What colors do animals see?
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Vibes
Vibes,
You are felt but not seen,
You control everyone around you,
You change someone’s day,
Vibes are special,
Vibes make a person happy or sad,
The only person who can control vibes,
Is you …
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